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Abstract 

This paper investigates prior points in North Carolina. First, it looks at North Carolina’s punitive 

grid. Then it gives a brief overview on relevant literature. Next it describes the makeup of 

different prior point grouping across different identity factors, including race, sex, their 

intersects, district, and attorney type. Then, it attempts to predict prior point levels with a 

regression on the same factors. It looks into the effects of political ideology, population, and 

racial fish-out-of-water effects on district characteristics. Finally, it revisits Luke Beyer’s Justice 

by the Grid to determine whether prior points are used as a code for race or any other identity 

factor.  
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Predictive Priors 

Prior points play a large role in determining the level of punishment a person can expect for 

committing a crime in North Carolina. They also give strong indication of recidivism. With data 

from North Carolina courts over the past five years, I will break down different prior points 

groupings by identity factor to see who has how many priors. I will then predict the number of 

priors a defendant has based solely on identity factors and their intersects. Finally, I will 

investigate whether and to what degree these identity factors influence the harshness of 

punishment at different prior point groupings. This will demonstrate the extent to which prior 

points are a code for different identities. I hypothesize that: 

I. Identity factors are distributed disproportionately among prior poin t groupings, and 

can be used to predict the number of priors a person might have. Race, sex, district, 

attorney type, age group, and plea type will all contribute significantly to this 

prediction. 

II. District variations can be explained partially by a racial fish-out-of-water effect as 

well as political ideology. 

III. Each of the above identity factors, especially race, are predictive of harshness at 

systematically different rates, depending on prior point grouping.  

The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives background on the issue based on 

historical evidence and discusses previous studies of the topic. The following section 

discusses the source, manipulation, and limitations of the data sets.  The following section 

discusses the identity make-up of the prior point groupings. The next section uses regressive 

analysis to predict the number of prior points one might have based on identity factors. The 

following section analyzes the effect of different identity factors at different prior points 
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groupings. In the concluding section, I explain the significance of the findings and posit 

theories for further research.  

Background  

North Carolina’s judicial sentencing system is different from most. A judge is not free to 

sentence a defendant to an arbitrary number of years; they must conform to a sentencing 

schedule. The schedule (graphic 1) consists of rows and columns. The rows correspond to 

different felony types, A through I. The columns are comprised of different prior point levels. 

The cell at the intersect of the two contains three ranges. A judge may select a sentence length 

within the presumptive range, or, should aggravating or mitigating effects be pertinent, from 

either of those ranges respectively (NCJS, 2018). About 69% of North Carolina’s cases end in 

the presumptive range, 27% in the mitigated, and only about 4% in an aggravated range 

(Markham, 2011). 

This system was created by the North Carolina legislature to fix a systematically broken 

judicial practice. “Minorities were being sentenced to disproportionately longer sentences, and 

the system was not successfully rehabilitating people. The state had the largest prison population 

per capita in the United States,” (Beyer, 12). An additional function is that it gives researchers a 

possible minimum and maximum sentence to compare a judge’s sentences. This allows analysis 

of the effects of non-legal factors (race, sex, etc.) on sentencing outcomes.  

 

Luke Beyer’s Justice by the Grid uses this approach and identifies plea type and prior 

points level as the greatest indicators of harshness. Beyer found other factors, especially race, to 

be relatively insignificant. This paper will, among other procedures, test the idea that identity 

factors may only insignificant because they are encoded into prior points. If this were the case, 

Graphic 1 about here 
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defendants with certain characteristics would be treated more harshly at low or no prior point 

levels than at higher ones.  

The history of the criminal justice system’s treatment of black citizens is a driving force 

in justice research. The general presumption that black people are more blameworthy, 

threatening, and criminal than white people. They are therefore targeted and punished more 

harshly by the criminal justice system. This effect is especially pronounced for black men. 

Hamilton uses upward departures1 to determine that black people experience worse outcomes 

than white people. According to Mustard, black people are less likely than white to receive the 

option of no prison sentence. Baumgartner et al. confirm that black people are more likely to be 

pulled over in traffic stops, even though they yield more fruitless searches. This effect is 

especially high for black men. These findings are sufficient reason to take a second look at 

Beyer’s claim that “for high level felonies in North Carolina, black men and black women are 

not treated statistically harsher than white women” (67). 

Studies by Albonetti, 1997; Bickle and Peterson, 1991; Nagel and Johnson, 1994; and 

Ulmer, 2002, all show that men are punished much more harshly than women are. There is a 

proven variation between counties regarding sentencing outcomes that are not explained through 

individual case variation (Ulmer and Johnson, 2004). Champion (1989) showed that public 

defenders and private attorneys gave different quality representation. Given the importance of all 

these factors in the criminal justice, each will be included in regressions to predict prior point 

level as well as in regressions at different prior groupings to revisit Beyer’s findings. Many will 

be investigated graphically for share in prior point groupings. 

                                                 
1 Movement from presumptive range to aggravated range 
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Data Collection and Measurement  

All of the data for this study came from the North Carolina Court System. The courts keep an 

extensive record of all proceedings from the years 2013-2018 in spreadsheet form. Personal 

details about the defendant, their alleged crime, the findings of the court, and procedural factors 

are all included in this treasure-trove of data. The home district of the defendants, characterized 

by “fips” code allowed me to merge the courts’ dataset with one containing basic information 

about North Carolina’s districts. This set contained information about the results of the 2016 

presidential election as well as basic demographics on each district. These data were provided by 

the NC Administrative Office of the Courts, and made available through UNC-CH Political 

Science department. 

The North Carolina Court System only recorded the prior point level of people accused of 

felony crimes, even though misdemeanors are punished based on a grid similar to that used for 

felonies. Regardless, this cut the usable data down to about 1.6 million entries. This study 

focuses mostly on the difference between black and white defendants2.  

From this starting point, I manipulated the data. I first cut out of the dataset anyone who 

did not have a listing for prior points. I then used Luke Beyer’s code to create sex and race 

variables, as well as general age categories for defendants at the time of their crime. Also of 

interest to this study were effects of intersectionality. Variables were created to capture the 

intersect of race and sex (e.g. Black male, White female, etc.) The type of attorney used by a 

defendant also played a role in this study. Defendants were either appointed a court attorney, 

                                                 
2 I do this for multiple reasons: Beyer’s work focused on the two races, so building on it requires 

doing the same. The starkest differences appear between black and white defendants. No other 

group has enough observations to be split among prior point groupings and intersected with sex 

while maintaining statistical significance. 
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waived their right to an attorney and represented themselves, attained a private attorney, or used 

a public defender. A variable for each possibility was created.  

The next step was to create a variable to break down the prior points levels. Luke Beyer’s 

model follows the North Carolina felony grid, creating groups I-VI. While it was sensible for 

Beyer to follow North Carolina’s setup, the categorization makes for difficult analysis. For one 

thing, group VI contains all prior points 17+, which lumps outliers with dozens of points along 

with those with relatively few. Another point of issue is that group I contains defendants with 

both 0 and 1 prior point level. It is important for this study to separate out those who have been 

charged with their first crime from those who are re-entering the criminal justice system. To that 

end, I created a new set of groups3. Tables 2 & 3 show the difference in North Carolina’s 

grouping method and my own (LB_PriorPts).  

 

I used Beyer’s plea breakdown, which recognizes four plea types: Guilty, Not Guilty, 

Guilty to Lesser, and an Alford Plea4. Table 3 shows the breakdown of plea types. 5 

Table 3 Here6 

                                                 
3 The prior points levels are broken down into groups 0-10. LB_PriorPts0 contains all those with 

0 prior points. All other groups contain the next 5 levels of prior points (LB_PriorPts1 has levels 

1, 2, 3 ,4 and 5 ). LB_PriorPts10 contains all those with 36 or more points.  

 
4 “An Alford Plea allows the defendant to plead guilty while maintaining that they did not 

commit the crime. Defendants choose this option because for many reasons such as 

overwhelming evidence from the prosecution or a desire not to go to trial and risk the penalty,” 

(Beyer, 49) 
5 The overwhelming majority of defendants choose not to plead not guilty. An entire genre of 

literature attempts to explain why. This statistical fact limits the scope of this research, as there 

are not enough “not guilty” pleas to analyze the effects of myriad factors at different prior point 

levels on the outcome of contested cases.  
6 GA- Alford Plea, GL- Guilty to lesser, GU- Guilty, NC- No Contest, NG- Not Guilty, RL- 

Responsible to Lesser, RS-Responsible 

Tables 1 & 2 about here 
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From there the data was ready to be put to use in three distinct ways: 

1. Describing the breakdowns of different prior points levels. 

2. Predicting the prior point level of an individual based on identity data. 

3. Determining whether defendants are treated differently in terms of harshness based on 

multiple factors at different prior points levels. 

Descriptive 

To get a picture of who is contained in each prior points section, I dropped all variables 

except those pertaining to the factor I was interested in (e.g. race). Then, I created percentage for 

each factor, by dividing the number of instances in a group (e.g. white) by the total number of 

cases in the dataset. These percentages are displayed graphically, broken down by prior point 

group7. 

I reiterated this process on race, sex, attorney type, some intersections of sex and race, 

and age group. 8 

 

 

Graphics 2 and 3 show the percentage of defendants in their 20’s and 50’s respectively. 

The trends are almost directly inverted, as one would expect. What is unexpected is that only 

10% of defendants charged with their first felony are older than 50.  

                                                 
7 This process uses the LB_PriorPts groupings for ease of analysis.  
8 All of the graphics are in terms of percentage, not raw numbers. The number of people in the 

highest prior point levels nears insignificance; the general trends are much more impactful at 

lower levels.  

Graphics 2 & 3 here 
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Two more near-inverse graphs is in the attorney type. Graphic 4 shows attorney type 0, 

privately retained attorneys. Type 2, displayed in graphic 5, shows court appointed attorneys.9 

Attorney type can be assumed a loose approximation of wealth- anyone who could afford a 

private attorney would surely take one given his or her superior record (Champion). This 

approximation makes these findings even more significant.  

 

 

The percentage of black people increases steadily along with prior point level. 

Considering that North Carolina has a black population of about 21.5% (North Carolina), the 

proportion of black people in the criminal justice system is disproportionate at every level of 

prior point. Graphic 6 shows that black people are more likely to re-enter the criminal justice 

system than the average.  

 

 

Another drastic effect appears in the percentage of females in each prior point category. The 

decrease shown in graphic 7 is near exponential. Like the percentages of black defendants, the 

appearance of women is disproportionate at every level, becoming more so as prior points 

increase. Unlike black people, women are vastly underrepresented in the judicial system.  

 

 

                                                 
9 This set of graphs shows the importance of using prior point groupings other than the NC 

system’s. The difference between 0 and 1 prior point level in both graphs is an important one that 

may have been lost in the alternative.  

Graphics 4 & 5 Here 

 

Graphic 6 Here 

Graphic 7 Here 
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Graphics 8, 9, and 10 show the impact of intersectionality on the procurement of prior 

points. Graphic 8 shows the percentage of each group that is male. There is a slight increase from 

the 0th through 4th grouping, at which point the trend levels off. Graphic 9 shows the percentage 

of white defendants in each grouping. The graph peaks at the 1st group, and declines from there. 

The combination of the two trends creates graphic 10.  If one looks at sex or race individually, 

they might expect the peak percentage for a white man to be at the eighth or first grouping, 

respectively. By looking at the intersection of the two, it becomes clear that the peak is in the 

third grouping. This outcome could not be predicted with either trend alone.  

 

Predictive 

Next, I endeavored to see to what degree a person’s prior point level could be predicted 

by other identity factors. Those include race, sex, attorney type, whether or not they pled guilty, 

age group, and district. Model 1 shows the full regression.  

The regression takes into account the intersects of race and sex. The variables indicate the 

following: RG_1-white female, RG_2-black female, RG_3-, white male RG_4-black male. 

LC_plea is 0 if the defendant plead not guilty, 1 if they plead anything else. In the attorney 

variables, zero is a privately attained attorney, 2 is a court-appointed one, 3 is a case in which the 

defendant represented themselves.  All age groups are in comparison with that below 20 years.  

Finally, all 44 judicial districts are accounted for. All of the factors are significant at 99% 

confidence values except for seven districts. Of those, four are significant at the 90% confidence 

level. This regression predicts that black men, those with a court-appointed attorney, who did not 

plead guilty, in their 40’s, and from District 3 to have the most prior points. 

Graphics 8, 9, and 10 Here 
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One counter-intuitive outcome is the prediction of prior points by age group. One might 

expect that defendants in older groups would have accrued, on average, more prior points over 

the course of their lives. This theory holds true for all but the final age group. Those entering the 

court system in their 50’s or older are predicted to have fewer prior points than those entering in 

their 40’s. This trend has not been explained thoroughly in the criminal justice literature, and 

requires further investigation. One possible explanation is that 50+ year-olds with lots of priors 

do not enter the court system because they are currently incarcerated, so those with fewer have 

more of an effect.  The other findings reinforce what is suggested by the literature and my first 

hypothesis.  

I next wanted to peer behind the shroud of district effects. I primarily wanted to see if the 

percentage white in a district, its population and the political ideology (measured by the 

percentage of voters that voted for Donald Trump in 2016), could help account for disparities in 

who was predicted to have prior points. Models 2, 3, 4, and 5 shows the regression with district 

effects substituted for political ideology. Model 2 excludes all but black defendants, Model 3 

excludes all but white, Model 4 only includes males, and Model 5 includes only females. Models 

6, 7, 8, and 9 show the effects of the percentage of a district’s population that is white on the 

same groups. 

Models 2-5 attempts to explain district differences in prior point acquisition by political 

ideology. They find that black people have slightly fewer priors in districts that are more 

conservative, white people have more, males less, and females more. Models 6-9 attempt to 

show a “fish-out-of-water-effect”, whereby minorities are treated more differently the more they 

are in the numerical minority. While black people do have more prior points the whiter a district, 

the effect is almost double for white people. Whiter districts also tend to have females with more 
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prior points and males with fewer. Overall, the effect of political ideology and whiteness do not 

contribute significantly to explaining the variation in predicted prior points by district. All R-

squared values were very low. The most dramatic coefficient showed a .01 increase in prior 

points for each percentage increase in both Trump support and whiteness. This effect was 

experienced by white people in both cases.  

Finally, I ran the full prior point regression again, but with district replaced by district 

population. Model 10 shows that population has a very small negative correlation with prior 

points. The difference in R-squared value between model 1 and model 10 show that population 

does not account for all the variation in district. Hypothesis II is partially fulfilled. 

Determinative 

Next, I wanted to investigate whether or not prior point level determined how much 

different identity factors mattered in punishment. To do so, I used Beyer’s harshness factor. This 

was found by taking the verdict of each sentence as a percentage of the maximum verdict (Beyer, 

52). I then dropped every case except those where the defendant had the desired prior point 

group . From there, I ran a regression to try to ascertain what variables could predict harshness. 

Models 11-17 show the outcomes of this process. 

The statistically significant coefficients of each are displayed in bar graphs10. The main 

point of concern is how much identity factors matter at the first appearance in court (prior point 

group 0), and at any subsequent appearances (group 1 and above). The transition from group 0 to 

group 1 is that of citizen to convicted felon, and come with all prejudices those words entail. 

These groups also contain the most individuals, so any effect between the two is multiplied many 

                                                 
10 Many of the factors proved statistically insignificant, especially at higher prior point levels. 

Regressions with nothing significant to show are omitted here. This is especially true of district 

effects. 
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times. Graphics 13-18 show the more significant changes in identity factors’ harshness 

coefficients. The fact that these distributions are not uniform shows that there is some effect of 

the intersect of prior point group and identity that affects harshness.  

RG1 and RG3, being a black female and black male respectively, show similar trends. 

Both show increases in harshness from prior point groups 0-1 and much greater increases from 

1-2.  Defendants who pled not guilty or used an Alford plea had similar trends-a slight increase 

harshness from 0-1 and a large increase from 1-2, whereas those who plead guilty had a slight 

decrease from 0-1. Defendants that represented themselves had a moderate decrease in harshness 

from groups 0-1.  

Conclusion 

Something is wrong in North Carolina. Black people are drastically over-represented in 

the criminal system, and have re-entered it more than any population. They are punished for 

felonies at an extreme rate. Males are also more likely to re-enter a court room. Black males are 

even more likely to have prior points than a combination of the two characteristics would 

suggest, as are those who do not or cannot retain a private attorney. 

The correlations between wealth, race, sex and incarceration are well documented, but 

have not been shown so completely across such a large population. They have also not been 

expressed in terms of prior points, where relative effects are directly comparable. For example, 

the difference in re-entry to the criminal justice system between a white woman and black 

woman is not large compared to that between a white woman and a black man, or the effect of a 

privately retained attorney. The common denominator of prior points and the North Carolina 

Courts system’s extensive record make these comparisons possible.  
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 The next logical question is “what is wrong”? Do black people commit more crimes than 

white people do? The poor more than the rich? Males more than females? The answers to these 

questions are still up for discussion and research, and are almost certainly not the same. If any of 

the answers is “no”, then there is something fundamentally wrong with our justice system. This 

study shows that the former of each pair is much more likely to find themselves incarcerated and 

then arrested and arraigned again. This could point to over-targeting, as in Baumgartner’s work 

(demonstrated by the fruitless search rate), which could lead to cyclical crime and distrust 

towards the government (Baumgartner et al.). 

The type of plea someone gives is also predictive of his or her level of priors. This could 

indicate that the more interaction a person has with the criminal justice system, the less they try 

to fight for their freedom. This correlation may be the result of one giving up in the face of the 

pressure of the state. Alternatively, it could indicate that the oft incarcerated grow savvy in their 

interactions with the court, since those that plead guilty or guilty to lesser receive less harsh 

sentences (Beyer, 47).  

Some districts have far higher recidivism than others do. A small portion of that 

discrepancy is due to the racial makeup of those districts, some is due to the political ideology. 

Even these small discrepancies are subject to intersectionality. Women, men, black, and white 

people receive different, sometimes even opposite effects based on the characteristics of their 

homes.  

The American ethos promises equal protection under the law to all its citizens. If one’s 

race, sex, wealth, plea, district, and all the myriad intersections between them do not cause one 

to be more criminal than another, it is fair to say that protection is not given equally to all. This 

study shows that all the factors listed above are relevant in who receives prior points. This is a 
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good indicator of who has been punished for crimes, but also about how harshly they will be 

punished for any future crimes. North Carolina’s grid system ensures that, no matter how one 

found themselves with prior points, they can be punished for it long after their sentence has been 

fulfilled. When these prior points appear to result in part from factors irrelevant to any legitimate 

legal purpose, it is right to study them closely.  

 The intersect of prior points and identity factors can be a significant one, as graphics 13-

18 show. Oftentimes, however, it appears that groups the literature would predict to be treated 

worse by the justice system (black men, those who have to use public defenders in lieu of private 

counsel, etc.) seem to receive less harsh punishments than control groups (white women, those 

who retain private attorneys). Perhaps this decrease in harshness is the courts correcting for some 

of the prejudice found in the rest of the criminal justice system. Perhaps these disparaged groups 

are brought into court for less serious offenses than their more privileged counterparts are. If this 

is the case, the negative harshness coefficients could show that the judicial process, including the 

sentencing grid, is a corrective one. 

 However, if all the above is correct, then the courts become less corrective as prior points 

increase. The people that face increased blameworthiness (Beyer, 3) are treated almost 

universally worse at the first prior point grouping than at group zero. This could indicate not that 

priors are used as a code, as originally hypothesized, but that they mitigate the corrective value 

of the court system. 
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Tables, Models, and Graphics 

 

Table 1: Frequency of LB_PriorPts Groupings 

 

 
 

 

Table 2: Frequency of NC_PriorPts Groupings 

 

 
 

 

Table 3: Frequency of plea types 
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 Model 1: Regression for Prior Point level by race/sex intersect attorney type, age group, and district.    
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Model 2: Regression for prior point level by % Trump support for black people 

 

 

Model 3: Regression for prior point level by % Trump support for white people 
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Model 4: Regression for prior point level by % Trump support for males 

 

 

Model 5: Regression for prior point level by % Trump support for females 
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Model 6: Regression for prior point level by % Whiteness support for black people 

 

 

Model 7: Regression for prior point level by % Whiteness support for white people 
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Model 8: Regression for prior point level by % Whiteness support for males 

 

 

Model 9: Regression for prior point level by % Whiteness support for females 
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Model 10: Regression for Prior Point level by race/sex intersect attorney type, age group, and  

district population.  
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Model 11: Regression for Harshness level by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, 

and District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=0 
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Model 12: Regression for Harshness by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, and 

District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=1 
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Model 13: Regression for Harshness by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, and 

District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=2 
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Model 14: Regression for Harshness by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, and 

District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=3 
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Model 15: Regression for Harshness by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, and 

District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=4 
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Model 16: Regression for Harshness by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, and 

District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=5 
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Model 17: Regression for Harshness by race/sex intersect, attorney type, plea, age group, and 

District (omitted) at LB_PriorPts=6 
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Graphic 1: Minimum Sentencing Grid for Felonies Committed on or After October 2013 (NCJS, 

2018). 
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Graphic 2: Percentage of defendants in 20’s by prior point group 

 

 

 

Graphic 3: Percentage of defendants in 50’s by prior point group 
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Graphic 4: Percentage of defendants with private attorney by prior point group 

 

 

 

Graphic 5: Percentage of defendants with court-appointed attorney by prior point group 
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Graphic 6: Percentage of black defendants by prior point group 

 

 
 

 

Graphic 7: Percentage of female defendants by prior point group 
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Graphic 8: Percentage of male defendants with by prior point group 

 

 
 

 

Graphic 9: Percentage of white defendants with by prior point group 
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Graphic 10: Percentage of white male defendants with by prior point group 

 

 

 
 

Graphic 11: Harshness coefficient for black females across Prior Point groupings  
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Graphic 12: Harshness coefficient for black males across Prior Point groupings 
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Graphic 13: Harshness coefficient for those who plead guilty across Prior Point groupings 
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Graphic 14: Harshness coefficient for those who plead not guilty across Prior Point 

groupings 
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Graphic 15: Harshness coefficient for those who used the Alford Plea across Prior Point 

groupings 
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Graphic 16: Harshness coefficient for those who waived their right to an attorney across 

Prior Point groupings 
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Appendix:  Code 

STATA Code, combination of Beyer’s original and Cain’s additions. 

 

 

*One, read the database, drop cases before Oct 1, 2013, those not yet resolved, not a-d felonies... 

clear  

cd E:\Project 

use CR-23Feb2019 

 

 

*drop cases before Oct 1 2013 

*------------------------destring crrkcy crocdt crdcst crrddt crrdts, replace 

*------------------------sum crrdts 

*------------------------drop if crrdts < 20130931 

*drop unresolved cases 

sum crrddt 

drop if crrddt == . 

drop if crdofcl=="1" 

drop if crdofcl=="2" 

drop if crdofcl=="3" 

drop if crdofcl=="T" 

 

*Drop cases where the verdicts are measured in days, not months 

*-------------------------keep if verdict_unit == 2 

 

*check codes for missing data on derived variables 

sum charged_a - verdict_unit 

recode charged_a - verdict_unit (-2=.) 

recode charged_a - verdict_unit (-1=.) 

keep if crdprpt <5000 

cd "E:\Project" 

save Luke-a.dta, replace 

 

*collapse by disposition - person 

clear 

use Luke-a.dta 

collapse (last) crradd crrcty crrdst crrzip crrdob crrace crrsex crrbondt crrdat crdple (max) crocdt 

crdprpt crdcst crrbonda (sum) by(crrddt crrkcy crrnam) 

save Luke-b.dta, replace 
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tab1 charged_a charged_b* charged_c charged_d charged_e charged_f charged_g charged_h 

charged_i charged_a1 charged_1 charged_2 charged_3 charged_if charged_t, miss 

tab1 arraigned_a arraigned_b* arraigned_c arraigned_d arraigned_e arraigned_f arraigned_g 

arraigned_h arraigned_i arraigned_a1 arraigned_1 arraigned_2 arraigned_3 arraigned_if 

arraigned_t, miss 

tab1 verdict_a verdict_b* verdict_c verdict_d verdict_e verdict_f verdict_g verdict_h verdict_i 

verdict_a1 verdict_1 verdict_2 verdict_3 verdict_if verdict_t, miss 

 

save Luke-b.dta, replace 

clear 

 

cd "E:\Project" 

use Luke-b.dta 

 

*Creating Race Variable 

gen LB_Race = 1 if crrace=="W" 

replace LB_Race = 2 if crrace=="B" 

replace LB_Race = 3 if crrace=="H" 

replace LB_Race = 4 if crrace=="O"  

replace LB_Race = 5 if crrace=="I" 

replace LB_Race = 6 if crrace=="A" 

 

gen LB_RaceBW = 0 if crrace=="W" 

replace LB_RaceBW = 1 if crrace=="B" 

 

*Luke Race Variables 

gen Race_white = 0 

replace Race_white = 1 if crrace =="W" 

gen Race_asian = 0 

replace Race_asian = 1 if crrace =="A" 

gen Race_black = 0 

replace Race_black = 1 if crrace =="B" 

gen Race_hispanic = 0 

replace Race_hispanic = 1 if crrace =="H" 

gen Race_indian = 0 

replace Race_indian = 1 if crrace =="I" 

gen Race_other = 0 

replace Race_other = 1 if crrace =="O" 

gen total = 1 

 

tab1 crrace  

 

*Creating Sex Variable 

gen LB_Sex = 0 if crrsex=="F" 

replace LB_Sex = 1 if crrsex=="M" 

tab LB_Sex, miss 
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gen LC_Male = 0  

gen LC_Female = 0 

replace LC_Male = 1 if crrsex=="M" 

replace LC_Female = 1 if crrsex=="F" 

 

*Race x gender 

gen LB_RG4 = 0 if crrsex=="F" & LB_RaceBW==0 

recode LB_RG4 (. = 1) if crrsex=="F" & LB_RaceBW==1 

recode LB_RG4 (. = 2) if crrsex=="M" & LB_RaceBW==0 

recode LB_RG4 (. = 3) if crrsex=="M" & LB_RaceBW==1 

 

gen RG_WhiteMale = 0 

gen RG_WhiteFemale = 0 

gen RG_BlackMale = 0 

gen RG_BlackFemale = 0 

gen RG_HispanicMale = 0 

gen RG_HispanicFemale = 0 

 

replace RG_WhiteMale = 1 if crrsex=="M" & crrace== "W" 

replace RG_WhiteFemale = 1 if crrsex=="F" & crrace== "W"  

replace RG_BlackMale = 1 if crrsex=="M" & crrace== "B" 

replace RG_BlackFemale = 1 if crrsex=="F" & crrace== "B" 

replace RG_HispanicMale = 1 if crrsex=="M" & crrace== "H" 

replace RG_HispanicFemale = 1 if crrsex=="F" & crrace== "H" 

 

*Creating Age Variable 

*drop LB_DOB LB_OffDate LB_AgeatCrime 

drop if crrdob == "."  

destring crrdob, gen(temp_DOB) force 

drop if temp_DOB == . 

gen temp_YOB = floor(temp_DOB/10000) 

gen temp_monthb = temp_DOB - (temp_YOB*10000) 

gen temp_MOB = floor(temp_monthb/100) 

gen temp_DayOB = temp_monthb - (temp_MOB*100) 

gen LB_BirthDate = mdy(temp_MOB , temp_DayOB , temp_YOB) 

gen LB_BirthDate2 = LB_BirthDate 

format LB_BirthDate2 %td 

drop temp_DOB temp_YOB temp_monthb temp_MOB temp_DayOB temp_YOB 

LB_BirthDate 

 

*CROCDT 

gen double temp_DOC = crocdt 

gen temp_YOC = floor(temp_DOC/10000) 

gen temp_monthc = temp_DOC - (temp_YOC*10000) 

gen temp_MOC = floor(temp_monthc/100) 
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gen temp_DayOC = temp_monthc - (temp_MOC*100) 

gen LB_ChargeDate = mdy(temp_MOC , temp_DayOC , temp_YOC) 

gen LB_ChargeDate2 = LB_ChargeDate 

format LB_ChargeDate2 %td 

drop temp_DOC temp_YOC temp_monthc temp_MOC temp_DayOC temp_YOC 

LB_ChargeDate 

 

gen LB_AgeatCrime = (LB_ChargeDate2 - LB_BirthDate2)/365.25 

 

***To make age categories 

*spikeplot on age, or "sum, d" 

sum LB_AgeatCrime, d 

spikeplot LB_AgeatCrime if LB_AgeatCrime<100, round(1) 

 

egen AgeGroup = cut(LB_AgeatCrime), at(15,20,30,40,50,150) 

gen LC_AgeGroup15=0 

gen LC_AgeGroup20=0 

gen LC_AgeGroup30=0 

gen LC_AgeGroup40=0 

gen LC_AgeGroup50=0 

gen LC_AgeGroup150=0 

 

replace LC_AgeGroup15=1 if AgeGroup==15 

replace LC_AgeGroup20=1 if AgeGroup==20 

replace LC_AgeGroup30=1 if AgeGroup==30 

replace LC_AgeGroup40=1 if AgeGroup==40 

replace LC_AgeGroup50=1 if AgeGroup==50 

replace LC_AgeGroup150=1 if AgeGroup==150 

 

*Play with that by saying 

sort AgeGroup 

by AgeGroup: sum LB_AgeatCrime 

 

*This will tell you how it handled cases in the extremens and 

*exactly where it drew the lines: 20, or 19.999) 

 

*Creating Socioeconomic Status Variable 

 

*Creating Attorney Variable 

gen LB_Atty = 0 if crrdat=="R" 

replace LB_Atty = 1 if crrdat=="P" 

replace LB_Atty = 2 if crrdat=="A" 

replace LB_Atty = 3 if crrdat=="W" 

 

gen LC_Atty1 = 0 

gen LC_Atty2 = 0 
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gen LC_Atty3 = 0 

gen LC_Atty0 = 0  

 

replace LC_Atty1 = 1 if LB_Atty== 1 

replace LC_Atty2 = 1 if LB_Atty== 2 

replace LC_Atty3 = 1 if LB_Atty== 3 

replace LC_Atty0 = 1 if LB_Atty== 0 

*LC_Atty0= private, Atty1= public, Atty 2= appointed, Atty= waived 

 

*Creating Population Variable 

gen LB_fips = (1) if crrkcy == 000 

replace LB_fips = (3) if crrkcy == 010 

replace LB_fips = (5) if crrkcy == 020  

replace LB_fips = (7) if crrkcy == 030 

replace LB_fips = (9) if crrkcy == 040 

replace LB_fips = (11) if crrkcy == 050 

replace LB_fips = (13) if crrkcy == 060 

replace LB_fips = (15) if crrkcy == 070 

replace LB_fips = (17) if crrkcy == 080 

replace LB_fips = (19) if crrkcy == 090 

replace LB_fips = (21) if crrkcy == 100 

replace LB_fips = (23) if crrkcy == 110 

replace LB_fips = (25) if crrkcy == 120 

replace LB_fips = (27) if crrkcy == 130 

replace LB_fips = (29) if crrkcy == 140 

replace LB_fips = (31) if crrkcy == 150 

replace LB_fips = (33) if crrkcy == 160 

replace LB_fips = (35) if crrkcy == 170 

replace LB_fips = (37) if crrkcy == 180 

replace LB_fips = (39) if crrkcy == 190 

replace LB_fips = (41) if crrkcy == 200 

replace LB_fips = (43) if crrkcy == 210 

replace LB_fips = (45) if crrkcy == 220 

replace LB_fips = (47) if crrkcy == 230 

replace LB_fips = (49) if crrkcy == 240 

replace LB_fips = (51) if crrkcy == 250 

replace LB_fips = (53) if crrkcy == 260 

replace LB_fips = (55) if crrkcy == 270 

replace LB_fips = (57) if crrkcy == 280 

replace LB_fips = (59) if crrkcy == 290 

replace LB_fips = (61) if crrkcy == 300 

replace LB_fips = (63) if crrkcy == 310 

replace LB_fips = (65) if crrkcy == 320 

replace LB_fips = (67) if crrkcy == 330 

replace LB_fips = (69) if crrkcy == 340 

replace LB_fips = (71) if crrkcy == 350 
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replace LB_fips = (73) if crrkcy == 360 

replace LB_fips = (75) if crrkcy == 370 

replace LB_fips = (77) if crrkcy == 380 

replace LB_fips = (79) if crrkcy == 390 

replace LB_fips = (81) if crrkcy == 400 

replace LB_fips = (83) if crrkcy == 410 

replace LB_fips = (85) if crrkcy == 420 

replace LB_fips = (87) if crrkcy == 430 

replace LB_fips = (89) if crrkcy == 440 

replace LB_fips = (91) if crrkcy == 450 

replace LB_fips = (93) if crrkcy == 460 

replace LB_fips = (95) if crrkcy == 470 

replace LB_fips = (97) if crrkcy == 480 

replace LB_fips = (99) if crrkcy == 490 

replace LB_fips = (101) if crrkcy == 500 

replace LB_fips = (103) if crrkcy == 510 

replace LB_fips = (105) if crrkcy == 520 

replace LB_fips = (107) if crrkcy == 530 

replace LB_fips = (109) if crrkcy == 540 

replace LB_fips = (111) if crrkcy == 550 

replace LB_fips = (113) if crrkcy == 560 

replace LB_fips = (115) if crrkcy == 570 

replace LB_fips = (117) if crrkcy == 580 

replace LB_fips = (119) if crrkcy == 590 

replace LB_fips = (121) if crrkcy == 600 

replace LB_fips = (123) if crrkcy == 610 

replace LB_fips = (125) if crrkcy == 620 

replace LB_fips = (127) if crrkcy == 630 

replace LB_fips = (129) if crrkcy == 640 

replace LB_fips = (131) if crrkcy == 650 

replace LB_fips = (133) if crrkcy == 660 

replace LB_fips = (135) if crrkcy == 670 

replace LB_fips = (137) if crrkcy == 680 

replace LB_fips = (139) if crrkcy == 690 

replace LB_fips = (141) if crrkcy == 700 

replace LB_fips = (143) if crrkcy == 710 

replace LB_fips = (145) if crrkcy == 720 

replace LB_fips = (147) if crrkcy == 730 

replace LB_fips = (149) if crrkcy == 740 

replace LB_fips = (151) if crrkcy == 750 

replace LB_fips = (153) if crrkcy == 760 

replace LB_fips = (155) if crrkcy == 770 

replace LB_fips = (157) if crrkcy == 780 

replace LB_fips = (159) if crrkcy == 790 

replace LB_fips = (161) if crrkcy == 800 

replace LB_fips = (163) if crrkcy == 810 
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replace LB_fips = (165) if crrkcy == 820 

replace LB_fips = (167) if crrkcy == 830 

replace LB_fips = (169) if crrkcy == 840 

replace LB_fips = (171) if crrkcy == 850 

replace LB_fips = (173) if crrkcy == 860 

replace LB_fips = (175) if crrkcy == 870 

replace LB_fips = (177) if crrkcy == 880 

replace LB_fips = (179) if crrkcy == 890 

replace LB_fips = (181) if crrkcy == 900 

replace LB_fips = (183) if crrkcy == 910 

replace LB_fips = (185) if crrkcy == 920 

replace LB_fips = (187) if crrkcy == 930 

replace LB_fips = (189) if crrkcy == 940 

replace LB_fips = (191) if crrkcy == 950 

replace LB_fips = (193) if crrkcy == 960 

replace LB_fips = (195) if crrkcy == 970 

replace LB_fips = (197) if crrkcy == 980 

replace LB_fips = (199) if crrkcy == 990 

 

 

*Import USDA Population database and line up with Fips code 

*rename 

gen fips = LB_fips+37000 

joinby using Luke-additional-county.dta, unm(master) 

rename _merge _merge2 

joinby LB_District using Luke-additional-District.dta, unm(master) 

 

*Prior  ss  (lose vast majority of set because crdprpt isn't reported for misdemeanors) 

destring crdprpt, gen(Points) 

drop if crdprpt == . 

gen LB_PriorPts = 0  

replace LB_PriorPts = 1 if crdprpt == 01 | crdprpt == 02 | crdprpt == 03 | crdprpt == 04 | crdprpt 

== 05 

replace LB_PriorPts = 2 if crdprpt == 06 | crdprpt == 07 | crdprpt == 08 | crdprpt == 09 

replace LB_PriorPts = 3 if crdprpt == 10 | crdprpt == 11 | crdprpt == 12 | crdprpt == 13  

replace LB_PriorPts = 4 if crdprpt == 14 | crdprpt == 15 | crdprpt == 16 | crdprpt == 17 

replace LB_PriorPts = 5 if crdprpt == 17 | crdprpt == 18 | crdprpt == 19 | crdprpt == 20  

replace LB_PriorPts = 6 if crdprpt == 21 | crdprpt == 22 | crdprpt == 23 | crdprpt == 24 

replace LB_PriorPts = 7 if crdprpt == 25 | crdprpt == 26 | crdprpt == 27 | crdprpt == 28 

replace LB_PriorPts = 8 if crdprpt == 29 | crdprpt == 30 | crdprpt == 31 | crdprpt == 32 

replace LB_PriorPts = 9 if crdprpt == 33 | crdprpt == 34 | crdprpt == 35 | crdprpt == 36 

replace LB_PriorPts = 10 if crdprpt > 36 

tab LB_PriorPts 

 

gen NC_PriorPts = 0 

replace NC_PriorPts = 1 if crdprpt == 00 | crdprpt == 01  
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replace NC_PriorPts = 2 if crdprpt == 02| crdprpt == 03 | crdprpt == 04 | crdprpt == 05 

replace NC_PriorPts = 3 if crdprpt == 06 | crdprpt == 07 | crdprpt == 08 | crdprpt == 09 

replace NC_PriorPts = 4 if crdprpt == 10 | crdprpt == 11 | crdprpt == 12 | crdprpt == 13 

replace NC_PriorPts = 5 if crdprpt == 14 | crdprpt == 15 | crdprpt == 16 | crdprpt == 17 

replace NC_PriorPts = 6 if crdprpt >17  

tab NC_PriorPts 

 

tab LB_fips, generate(Dfips) 

 

tab1 LB_PriorPts, miss 

tab1 NC_PriorPts, miss 

sum crdprpt 

spikeplot LB_PriorPts 

spikeplot NC_PriorPts 

 

 

*Plea type variable 

gen LB_plea = 0 if crdple=="GL" 

replace LB_plea = 1 if crdple=="GU" 

replace LB_plea = 2 if crdple=="NG" 

replace LB_plea = 3 if crdple=="GA" 

 

gen LC_plea = 0 

replace LC_plea =1 if LB_plea== 1 | LB_plea== 0 | LB_plea== 3 

 

save Luke-c.dta, replace 

 

*Calculate Harshness Variable - use worse possible number. Assume 0 points first. then gen 

punishment 

*change variable names here from ClassATotal to charged_a etc. through charged_i 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta 

 

gen LB_Risk0 = 1200*charged_a + 300*charged_b1 + 196*charged_b2 + 92*charged_c + 

80*charged_d + 31*charged_e + 20*charged_f + 16*charged_g + 8*charged_h + 8*charged_i if 

NC_PriorPts == 1 

gen LB_Risk1 = 1200*charged_a + 345*charged_b1 + 225*charged_b2 + 104*charged_c + 

92*charged_d + 36*charged_e + 23*charged_f + 18*charged_g + 10*charged_h + 8*charged_i 

if NC_PriorPts == 2 

gen LB_Risk2 = 1200*charged_a + 397*charged_b1 + 258*charged_b2 + 120*charged_c + 

105*charged_d + 41*charged_e + 27*charged_f + 21*charged_g + 12*charged_h + 8*charged_i 

if NC_PriorPts == 3 

gen LB_Risk3 = 1200*charged_a + 456*charged_b1 + 297*charged_b2 + 138*charged_c + 

121*charged_d + 48*charged_e + 31*charged_f + 24*charged_g + 14*charged_h + 

10*charged_i if NC_PriorPts == 4 
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gen LB_Risk4 = 1200*charged_a + 600*charged_b1 + 342*charged_b2 + 159*charged_c + 

139*charged_d + 55*charged_e + 36*charged_f + 27*charged_g + 19*charged_h + 

11*charged_i if NC_PriorPts == 5 

gen LB_Risk5 = 1200*charged_a + 600*charged_b1 + 393*charged_b2 + 182*charged_c + 

160*charged_d + 63*charged_e + 41*charged_f + 31*charged_g + 25*charged_h + 

12*charged_i if NC_PriorPts == 6 

recode LB_Risk* (.=0) 

gen LB_Risk = LB_Risk0+LB_Risk1+LB_Risk2+LB_Risk3+LB_Risk4+LB_Risk5 

 

gen LB_Harsh = verdict_min_b / LB_Risk 

 

gen Harsh = LB_Harsh*100 

 

*Spikeplot of Harshness outcomes 

spikeplot Harsh if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts < 10000 & 

Harsh < 100000 & AgeGroup < 100  

*LB_Dist < 31, round(5) 

 

*Spikeplot at prior criminal record level 

spikeplot NC_PriorPts if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts < 

10000 & Harsh < 100000 & AgeGroup < 100  

spikeplot LB_PriorPts if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts < 

10000 & Harsh < 100000 & AgeGroup < 100  

 

*Frequency distribution table of plea types 

tab LB_plea if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts <10000 & Harsh 

< 100000 & AgeGroup < 100, miss 

 

*Spikeplot age 

spikeplot LB_AgeatCrime if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts < 

10000 & Harsh < 100000 & AgeGroup < 100, round(1) 

 

*Regression (main) - Model 1 

reg Harsh NC_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist 

 

*Regression for 3 levels of risk (low, med, high) - Model 2 

drop LB_RiskL 

egen LB_RiskL = cut(LB_Risk), at(0,80,120,185,19000) 

sum LB_RiskL LB_Risk 

 

sort LB_RiskL by LB_RiskL: reg Harsh LB_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup 

i.LB_Atty 

i.LB_Dist 

 

*Frequency distribution of age groups with prior points levels 
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tab LB_PriorPts AgeGroup if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts < 

10000 & Harsh < 100000 & AgeGroup < 100 & LB_Dist < 31 

tab NC_PriorPts AgeGroup if LB_Atty < 4 & LB_RaceBW < 2 & LB_plea < 4 & LB_PriorPts < 

10000 & Harsh < 100000 & AgeGroup < 100 & LB_Dist < 31 

 

*Regression to Show that the prior points effect is consistent - Model 3 

reg Harsh i.LB_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.LB_Atty i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist 

reg Harsh i.NC_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.LB_Atty i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist 

 

*Regression combining plea types - Model 4 

gen LB_plea2 = 0 if LB_plea==0 

replace LB_plea2 = 0 if LB_plea==1 

replace LB_plea2 = 0 if LB_plea==3 

replace LB_plea2 = 1 if LB_plea==2 

reg Harsh LB_PriorPts i.LB_plea2 i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist 

reg Harsh NC_PriorPts i.LB_plea2 i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist 

 

*Regression to show Race and Sex separated - Model 5 

reg Harsh LB_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RaceBW LB_Sex i.LB_Atty i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist 

reg Harsh NC_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RaceBW LB_Sex i.LB_Atty i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist 

 

*Regression if the Defendant had 0 Prior Record Points - Model 6 

gen LB_RiskNo = 1200*charged_a + 300*charged_b1 + 196*charged_b2 + 92*charged_c + 

80*charged_d + 31*charged_e + 20*charged_f + 16*charged_g + 8*charged_h + 8*charged_i 

gen LB_HarshNo = verdict_min_b / LB_RiskNo 

gen HarshNo = LB_HarshNo*100 

reg HarshNo crdprpt i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist 

 

*Regression with location factos - Model 7 

reg Harsh LB_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty pop2010 

TrumpDistrictShare PctWhiteDistrict 

 

*Regression without attorney type - Model 8 

reg Harsh LB_PriorPts i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist 

 

*Running the Regression without Prior Record Points to Look at Effect with Age - Unused 

Model 

reg Harsh i.LB_plea i.LB_RG4 i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist 

 

drop if Harsh== . 

save Luke-d.dta, replace  

*LB_RG4=0 WF, 1 BF, 2 WM, 3 BM 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

replace TrumpDistrictShare= round(TrumpDistrictShare,1) 
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*Run this regression each time 

reg Harsh i.LB_RG4  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

 

keep if LB_PriorPts==0 

save Luke-d-Prior0.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_RG4  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==1 

save Luke-d-Prior1.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==2 

save Luke-d-Prior2.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==3 

save Luke-d-Prior3.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==4 

save Luke-d-Prior4.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 
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keep if LB_PriorPts==5 

save Luke-d-Prior5.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==6 

save Luke-d-Prior5.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==7 

save Luke-c-Prior5.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==8 

save Luke-d-Prior5.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==9 

save Luke-d-Prior5.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 

 

clear 

use Luke-d.dta 

keep if LB_PriorPts==10 

save Luke-c-Prior10.dta, replace 

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Atty i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race##i.LB_Sex  i.LB_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg Harsh i.LB_Race 
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clear 

use Luke-c.dta 

*Descriptive Race 

collapse (sum) Race_asian Race_black Race_hispanic Race_indian Race_other Race_white total, 

by (LB_PriorPts) 

gen PercWhite = Race_white/total 

gen PercAsian = Race_asian/total 

gen PercHisp = Race_hispanic/total 

gen PercIndian = Race_indian/total 

gen PercOther = Race_other/total  

gen PercBlack = Race_black/total 

graph bar PercBlack, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercWhite, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercAsian, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercIndian, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercHisp, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercOther, over (LB_PriorPts) 

save DescRace.dta, replace 

 

*Descriptive Attorney 

clear 

use Luke-c.dta 

collapse (sum) LC_Atty0 LC_Atty1 LC_Atty2 LC_Atty3 total, by (LB_PriorPts) 

gen PercAtty0 = LC_Atty0/total 

gen PercAtty2 = LC_Atty2/total 

gen PercAtty3 = LC_Atty3/total 

graph bar PercAtty0, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercAtty2, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercAtty3, over (LB_PriorPts) 

save DescAtty.dta, replace 

*LC_Atty0= private, Atty1= public, Atty 2= appointed, Atty3= waived 

 

*Descriptive Sex 

clear 

use Luke-c.dta 

collapse (sum) LC_Male LC_Female total, by (LB_PriorPts) 

gen PercMale = LC_Male/total 

gen PercFemale = LC_Female/total 

graph bar PercMale, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercFemale, over (LB_PriorPts) 

save DescSex.dta, replace 

 

*Descriptive SexRace 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta 
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collapse (sum) RG_BlackFemale RG_BlackMale RG_HispanicFemale RG_HispanicMale 

RG_WhiteFemale RG_WhiteMale total, by (LB_PriorPts)  

gen PercBF= RG_BlackFemale/total 

gen PercBM= RG_BlackMale/total 

gen PercHF= RG_HispanicFemale/total 

gen PercHM= RG_HispanicMale/total 

gen PercWF= RG_WhiteFemale/total 

gen PercWM= RG_WhiteMale/total 

graph bar PercBF, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercBM, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercWF, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercWM, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercHF, over(LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar PercHM, over(LB_PriorPts) 

 

*Descriptive Age Group 

clear 

use Luke-c.dta 

collapse (sum) LC_AgeGroup15 LC_AgeGroup20 LC_AgeGroup30 LC_AgeGroup40 

LC_AgeGroup50 total, by (LB_PriorPts) 

gen Perc15 = LC_AgeGroup15/total 

gen Perc20 = LC_AgeGroup20/total 

gen Perc30 = LC_AgeGroup30/total 

gen Perc40 = LC_AgeGroup40/total 

gen Perc50 = LC_AgeGroup50/total 

graph bar Perc15, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar Perc20, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar Perc30, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar Perc40, over (LB_PriorPts) 

graph bar Perc50, over (LB_PriorPts) 

save DescAge.dta, replace 

 

 

*Descriptive Location 

clear 

use Luke-c.dta 

 

 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta 

keep if crrace== "B"  

reg crdprpt TrumpDistrictShare  

reg crdprpt PctWhiteDistrict 

 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta 
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keep if crrace== "W"  

reg crdprpt  TrumpDistrictShare  

reg crdprpt PctWhiteDistrict  

 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta 

keep if crrsex== "M"  

reg crdprpt  TrumpDistrictShare  

reg crdprpt PctWhiteDistrict  

 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta 

keep if crrsex== "F"  

reg crdprpt TrumpDistrictShare  

reg crdprpt PctWhiteDistrict  

 

*reg crrptpy c.(dfips1- dfips199) c.(male)#c.(race) 

 

clear  

use Luke-c.dta  

reg crdprpt i.LB_RG4 LC_Atty0 LC_Atty2 LC_Atty3  LC_plea i.AgeGroup i.LB_Dist  

reg crdprpt i.LB_RG4 LC_Atty0 LC_Atty2 LC_Atty3  LC_plea i.AgeGroup TrumpShare  

reg crdprpt i.LB_RG4 LC_Atty0 LC_Atty2 LC_Atty3  LC_plea i.AgeGroup PopDistrict  

reg crdprpt i.LB_RG4 LC_Atty0 LC_Atty2 LC_Atty3  LC_plea i.AgeGroup PctWhiteDistrict 
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Poli490H Class Reflection 

Luke Cain 

 

I was in my own group, investigating if it was possible to predict prior points and the intersects 

priors have with other identity factors in terms of determining punishment harshness. 

 

I did all of the work. I replicated Luke Beyer’s study, conducted a literature review, described 

the breakdown of prior points, predicted their causes with many regressions, ran regressions to 

see if courts used prior points as a code for any identity factors, and wrote about it all. 

 

I had never opened STATA before this class. I now feel confident parsing and manipulating 

large data sets, creating graphical representations of data, and running and interpreting linear 

regressions. I know more about the capabilities and process of mapping and using GIS and feel 

that, with a little practice, I could master that skill too. 

 

I knew relatively little about criminal justice before this class. I now know about the North 

Carolina sentencing grid, the fruitlessness of traffic stops and stop-and-frisk, broken windows 

policing, and the severity of racial discrepancy at all levels of the criminal justice system. On top 
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of that, I learned more about the academic world. This project is the first serious one I have 

completed in college. I have read academic papers and presented on topics before but it was 

always a synthesis of other people’s work. In this course, I have learned some about what it 

means to be a researcher. 

 


